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In August 2002, I visited Marjorie (Maggie) McKenzie Davis at Wildlife Fawn Rescue in
Kenwood, California, Sonoma County. My purpose was to work with her for an extended
period of time to understand the rescue and release process of deer fawns. She worked
directly from her home located in the Kenwood hills. I cannot even begin to thank her for
the magnitude of her gift to me. It is hard to state in words, but it is my pleasure to try.
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Maggie is Wildlife Fawn Rescue, but she has struggled to make it more expansive and to
continue her legacy beyond her lifetime by instituting an advisory board and a full time
Coordinator to succeed her. Since inception she has been the Director of this
organization, which she founded over 30 years ago, after retiring from being a bank
supervisor. She started her journey with fawns as a volunteer for a local wildlife
rehabilitation center in 1983. She quickly realized that there was no place to take injured
or orphaned fawns or fawns being kept as pets. This is when Wildlife Fawn Rescue was
born, and she started a long relationship with the California Department of Fish & Game.
Maggie developed rehabilitation methods which are now common place and shared them
all over the country through her educational publications. She organized and supervised
shelters which are located on remote acreages and trained others to rehabilitate and
release directly from the properties. Her organization rescues 100-150 fawns a season.
Many do not live because of the immensity of their injuries. The ones that do live are
cared for and released back into the wild from these shelters located where water, foliage,
and a deer population can be found. This insures greater success for rehabilitation.
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I took very few pictures of this visit because I just wanted to absorb her energy and not be
distracted. But now, I
wish I had taken more
pictures, especially of
Rosie (her Beagle) and
Smudge and Melita
(her cats). I grew to
enjoy their greetings
and idiosyncrasies as if
they were my own
animals. Maggie has a
daughter, Janet
McKenzie Prince, and
a son. Her daughter
does Westie dog rescue
and writes books about
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her rescue and rehabilitation adventures. Maggie shares her life with her husband, Rudy,
as well.
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The many days of anticipating the search for orphaned and/or injured fawns left my heart
heavy at times and sad because human kind has encroached into wild habitat without
caring about the result. Daily we traveled in Maggie’s “fawn mobile” to answer calls for
help. These animals now depend on us for their survival because they have no place to
go. Building
construction, resulting
in massive fencing and
lack of wildlife travel
corridors, are a direct
result of human over
population which has
diminished places for
deer to be free from
human contact. Thus,
dogs, cars, and
people’s lack of
wisdom take a toll on
this species’ young.
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My visit with this
extraordinary woman
of now almost 94 years will never let me look at life in the same way. I experienced the
full spectrum of emotions from pain to injury to death, and the helplessness of it all
emotionally hurt. Did I feel like it was hopeless in the end? No. I came away with a
feeling of being able to do the best I can under the circumstances…the best I can to make
things better in this world. Maggie touched my life forever. She helped me unknowingly
to define my role and direction in the fight to preserve wildlife. I can never thank her
enough for the lessons of life I
learned. It has made me willing to
step out emotionally and
politically to help in any way I
can. Maggie’s fortitude inspired
me and uplifted my desire to forge
ahead, regardless of the obstacles.
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Her work was emotionally
difficult, traumatic, intense, and
physically exhausting. Few people
could do such things as Maggie. I
would return at night to my rented
cottage down the road from her
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home totally done-in, so tired I could not even eat. The phone would ring and she would
say “I will pick you up. We have another fawn in need.” Amazing! And, believe it or not,
Maggie still goes out on rescues and instructs.
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Maggie never talked about herself much. I knew who she was from her indomitable
spirit. To experience the daily pain and death of such gentle beings, makes one fight for
their existence, which is what she did. The past did not seem important to Maggie, and
the future did not seem to hold as much weight for her as what she was doing in the
present with the fawns. They were her passion. They were her life. All she wanted to do
was to make sure that Wildlife Fawn Rescue survived her existence to help these animals.
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Through the years I have received numerous faxes and written letters with photographs
and published articles. This is how she and I communicated. It was more personal than an
email or text message. She did not do that sort of thing. Maggie would detail her
struggles with diseases, rehab methods, the public trying to make a fawn a pet, and her
desire to have Wildlife Fawn Rescue carried on when she was no longer around. She only
wanted the best for these animals and to work with authorities to make things better. If an
animal could be saved, she wanted it saved, not euthanized, and to live as it was meant to
live…free and wild.
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Each day since my intense visit, I think of the lessons I learned from her words, as well as
her deeds. As time goes on, I realize how much she gave of herself to have me carry some
small portion of her work forward, even if in another state. Indeed, she will be there in
spirit as she said when we said goodbye. I left deeply saddened because I would not be
able to help her another day or to try to save another precious being. I turned the corner
out of her dirt driveway in my rented car and sobbed because it meant so much to me.
What an honor! What a mentor! I didn’t really tell her how much it meant, but I know she
knew.
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What did I learn from this experience besides the actual hands-on knowledge of
animal care? I learned about inner strength, insight, fortitude, courage, substance and a
more inclusive sense of life, aging as inner beauty, empathy, joy, overcoming pain,
caring, reality, and how to preserve true “wildness.” I learned about the courage that little
animals can display. It makes everything else seem irrelevant unless fortified with these
kinds of sensibilities and infused with an authentic love for other creatures. The interconnectedness of various lives produces a pattern for great successes and the basis for
overcoming defeats
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What legacy has Maggie left to the world of deer fawn rescue?.....her wonderfully
detailed manual for fawn “care-in-captivity” which included the development of a rack
feeder system allowing fawns not to be imprinted by human handling practices; the
initiation of getting a fawn formula commercially produced so fawns do not have
digestive problems; her protocol for rehabilitation practices for the State of California
Fish & Game Department; the discovery of Raw Neck Disease through her observation
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and how to treat it; and, her unwavering strength to care for these little ones through
rehabilitation and release, educating the public with every phone call and interaction
informing about true “wildness.”
Maggie has written many stories of her
encounters and leaves a legacy of articles,
books, and stories about her knowledge of
deer observation. This is invaluable
information for the natural understanding of
this species. It is what true research is all
about, imbued with a lifetime of experiences
and respect.
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NOTE: Because of my apprenticeship at Wildlife Fawn Rescue, I was able to become a fully
licensed Fawn Rehabilitator for the Colorado Division of Wildlife for 11 years to help stop fawns
from going to research.
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